Abstract. Given an n-tape automaton M with a one-way read-only head per tape and a right end marker $ on each tape, we say that M is aligned or 0-synchronized (or simply, synchronized) if for every n-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xn) that is accepted, there is a computation on x such that at any time during the computation, all heads, except those that have reached the end marker, are on the same position. When a head reaches the marker, it can no longer move. As usual, an n-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xn) is accepted if M eventually reaches the configuration where all n heads are on $ in an accepting state. In two recent papers, we looked at the problem of deciding, given an n-tape automaton of a given type, whether there exists an equivalent synchronized n-tape automaton of the same type. In this paper, we exhibit various classes of multitape automata which can(not) be converted to equivalent synchronized multitape automata.
Introduction
Motivated by reachability analyses of string programs using multitrack finitestate automata [9] , we recently introduced and studied multitape finite automata whose heads are k-synchronized, i.e, never more than k cells apart for some fixed k. Synchronized multitape machines are easier to work with and yet they can be converted to multitrack machines and hence also have decidable decision problems. The following decision question, namely synchronizability, naturally arises regarding multitape machines:
Supported in part by NSF Grants CCF-1143892 and CCF-1117708. Formally, a (one-way) n-tape deterministic finite automaton (DFA) M is a finite automaton with n tapes where each tape contains a string over input alphabet Σ. Each tape is read-only and has an associated one-way input head. We assume that each tape has a right end marker $ (not in Σ). On a given n-tuple input x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), M starts in initial state q 0 with all the heads on the first symbols of their respective tapes. The transition function of M consists of rules of the form δ(q, a i , . . . , a n ) = (p, d 1 , . . . , d n ) (resp., = ∅). Such a rule means that if M is in state q, with head H i on symbol a i , then the machine moves H i one cell to the right on its input tape if d i = 1 (resp., does not move H i if d i = 0), and enters state p (resp., halts). When a head reaches the end marker $, that head has to remain on the end marker. The input x is accepted if M eventually reaches the configuration where all n heads are on $ in an accepting state. Let M be an n-tape DFA and k ≥ 0. M is k-synchronized if for every n-tuple x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) that is accepted, the (unique) computation on x is such that at any time, no pair of input heads, neither of which is on $, are more than k cells apart. Notice that, since the condition in the definition concerns pairs of heads that are both on symbols in Σ, if one of these two heads is on $, then we can stipulate that the condition is automatically satisfied, irrespective of the distance between the heads. In particular, if k = 0, then all heads move to the right synchronously at the same time (except for heads that reach the right end marker early). The above definitions generalize to n-tape nondeterministic finite automata (NFAs). Now, k-synchronized requires that every n-tuple x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) that is accepted has an accepting computation on x such that at any time during the computation, no pair of input heads, neither of which is on $, are more than k cells apart. The definitions can also be generalized to n-tape deterministic pushdown automata (DPDAs) and n-tape nondeterministic pushdown automata (NPDAs), which may even be augmented with a finite number of reversal-bounded counters. At each step, each counter (which is initially set to zero) can be incremented by 1, decremented by 1, or left unchanged and can be tested for zero. The counters are reversal-bounded in the sense that there is a specified r such that during any computation, no counter can change mode from increasing to decreasing and vice-versa more than r of times. A counter is 1-reversal if once it decrements, it can no longer increment. It is easy to show that an r-reversal counter can be simulated by (r + 1)/2 1-reversal counters (see, e.g., [4]).
A nondeterministic counter machine (NCM) is an NFA augmented with a counter. Note that an NCM is a special case of an NPDA where the stack alphabet consists of only one symbol, in addition to a distinguished bottom-ofthe-stack symbol B which is never modified. Hence the stack can be thought of as a counter since it can only push or pop the same symbol, which would correspond to incrementing or decrementing the stack height by 1. The count is zero when the stack contains only the bottom symbol B. DCM is the deterministic version of NCM.
